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 vf-v5-57.0.20140909_150303.Final (Build). All. Whats the current status of Windows 8 as a OS from Microsoft? Is it going to be the next Windows, or is it going to disappear from the market? DavidS 10-08-2014, 08:19 PM I'm not an expert in this area, but a very reliable Microsoft source told me that Win 8.1 will be the next version, and while it will ship on the new tablets, it won't be the last
version of the desktop/laptop OS, which will remain at Win 8.1 as the basis of the next version of Windows. However, I can't recall him saying when the next version would be released, and as far as I know, it's still a secret. And, also, if you notice, there is no mention in the download page for the Win 8.1 update that it's for the tablets. It seems that they're not ready to make the jump. But if it's

released on a tablet, and it's got the Metro UI, then that's a good thing. I would hope that they stick to what they did well with Win 8, but that's up for speculation. Hail. djkishere 10-08-2014, 10:51 PM That's good news! :-D I've heard the timing is they want the Win 8.1 release to coincide with the new touch tablets that have announced. IllBeWithYou 10-08-2014, 11:27 PM Sounds like a good news. I
wonder if they'll make it a free download for both PCs and tablets, since it's not a full version, it's just the security patches and such. But I don't see why not. Vindicto- 10-09-2014, 06:16 AM Glad to hear that. I haven't bought a PC since Vista, so I'd like to hear how things are going with that. Maybe I'll finally get a Windows computer this time. I've been using Linux, and I'm happy with it, but there's

a bit of a learning curve if you haven't used Linux before 82157476af
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